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ACTIvITIES OF ThE PACKAgIng COunCIL OF SIngAPOrE 

 � Promote exhibitions and conferences for the packaging industry in the region 
 � Organise packaging knowledge seminars and trip missions 
 � Promote packaging standards through strategic representations within the SMF-Standards 
Development Organisation under the Singapore Standards Council.   

 � Keep abreast of packaging related publications that could benefit the industry
 � Provide regular networking sessions for PCS members
 � Act as a source of information for enquiries on the packaging industry in Singapore 
 � Organise the only national-level packaging award, Singapore Packaging Star Award, to help 
raise overall standards in the packaging industry. 
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What started off as a small and humble 
committee has now become the voice of the 
packaging industry of Singapore with regional 
and global connections, allowing members 
to tap on its extensive network to exchange 
knowledge and experiences. The Packaging 
Council of Singapore (PCS) was formed in 
1975 as a sub-committee of the Singapore 

Manufacturing Federation (SMF) and subsequently became one of SMF’s ten Industry Groups in later 
years. It is also a member of the Asian Packaging Federation and the World Packaging Organisation.

As the packaging industry changes over the decades, PCS has also transformed continuously, while 
remaining dedicated to serve as a catalyst in driving packaging innovation and creativity in global health 
and environmental issues.

PCS aims to leverage on packaging technology to gain competitive edge in innovation and creativity through 
several strategies. These include organising activities such as seminars, overseas study trips, networking 
sessions and inculcating the awareness on the importance of packaging functional performance in terms 
of consumer needs and impact on health and environment.

To further reinforce the use of sustainable packaging materials, creative concepts and best practices, PCS 
organises the annual Singapore Packaging Star (SPSA) Award, and facilitates the Asia Star Award and the 
World Star Award competitions. This allows PCS’ members and the local packaging community to display 
their creativity and to keep themselves abreast of the packaging trends and regulations.
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ThE ASIAn PACKAgIng FEDErATIOn 
The Asian Packaging Federation (APF) is a non profit and non political organisation established in Japan in 1967. The mission 
of APF is to enhance cross country cooperation among all packaging related trade bodies and industries in the Asia Pacific 
region. The Packaging Council of Singapore (PCS) is a member of APF.

ASIA STAr AWArDS
The prestigious Asia Star Awards are organised yearly to give recognition of excellence in packaging design in terms of 
innovation, functionality, graphical appeal, efficiency and environment performance. To participate for Asia Star Awards, all 
entries must be winners of the Singapore Packaging Star Awards.

WOrLD PACKAgIng OrgAnISATIOn  
Founded September 6, 1968 in Tokyo by visionary leaders from the global packaging community, the World Packaging 
Organisation (WPO) is a non-profit, non-governmental, international federation of national packaging institutes and 
associations, regional packaging federations and other interested parties including corporations and trade associations.

The purpose of the organisation includes :
• Encourage the development of packaging technology, science, art and engineering;
• Advise on the formation and operation of national packaging organisations and institutes; 
• Stimulate education and training in packaging

WOrLD STAr AWArDS
Every year, WPO organises the internationally acclaimed World Star Awards, which illustrate the advancement of the state 
of packaging art and science, thereby creating a standard of international packaging excellence from which all countries 
can learn. The program offers the opportunity for companies to be recognized and rewarded for outstanding design and 
innovation achievements, competing with packages from over 45 countries.  To participate for World Star Awards, all entries 
must be winners of the Singapore Packaging Star Awards.
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The Singapore Packaging Star Award is an annual event organized 
by The Packaging Council of Singapore (PCS), an industry group 
under Singapore Manufacturing Federation (SMF).  This is a 
prestigious national award honoring companies with innovative 
and creative packaging designs for their products. It recognizes 
and rewards excellence in packaging, in areas of construction and 
materials usage, design, innovation technology and environmental 
consciousness.

The Award is presented to companies/students as part of the efforts 
from packaging industry to promote local designs and increase the 
standards of packaging production.

The Award gives recipients the right to use the logo of the Singapore 
Packaging Star Award 2015 in any of their advertising collaterals.

PCS is a member of the Asian Packaging Federation (APF) and  the 
World Packaging Organization (WPO).  Only winners of the Singapore 
national award are eligible to participate in the Asia Packaging Award 
and the World Star Packaging Award.

If you wish to have more information regarding packaging 
star awards you may contact any of our secretariat staff at  
DID 6826 3074 or visit our PCS website at www.smfederation.org.sg



SIngAPOrE PACKAgIng STAr AWArDS 2015 PhOTOS 
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AMOY CAnnIng WhITE LAKSA PASTE
AMOY CANNING CORP (S), LTD

Product Description and Functionality

The packaging is modern, attractive and shows Singapore’s well-known heritage 
landmark design that uses a high-quality glossy box. The paste inside the box also 
has a nicely designed label. The cooking instruction inside the box is also made 
with high-quality paper. All these showcase an old brand’s trusted quality fused 
with modernized flavours of Singapore.

The consumer just needs to open the easy-open box to be able to access the 2 
packets inside. They will then open up a White Laksa pack and mix it with their 
own noodles and seafood. They then need to add either 1 or 2 coconut packs 
depending on their preference. 20 minutes later, the delicious meal for 4-5 people 
is ready. The addition of the coconut premix makes it an easy Complete Cooking 
for anyone who wants an exciting Laksa meal.

Major Claims for the Product

Our Heritage range of Complete Cooking Kit products is a big jump away from 
our usual canned food products. We designed the packaging with a completely 
different mindset—targeting more at the younger generation who wants a high-
quality product and with a new need of wanting to cook for themselves. As the 
pricing for this product is premium, we ensured that only the highest quality 
materials are used for the packaging as well as for the cooking instructions. A 
key point to note is that our packets inside the box are also labelled with a well-
thought-out design.

2015
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WInE CArrIEr
BRITE KONCEPT PTE LTD

Product Description and Functionality

Lovelle Wine Gift Carrier is a unique souvenir gift packaging specially created to commemorate 
Singapore’s Golden Jubilee (1965 to 2015) celebration. Singapore, popularly known as 
the “Little Red Dot”, has overcome insurmountable challenges to build a nation that we, 
Singaporeans, can call home.  

Lovelle Wine Gift Carrier’s unusual triangular shape supported by 3 strings differentiates 
itself from traditional boxes. The final packaging dimension of the Inner Structure is  
580mm x 629 mm while the Outer Structure is 620mm x 665mm.

Major Claims for the Product

To further enhance this elegant gift carrier, printed electronic lighting is incorporated.  Turning 
on the switch will make the lights blink—an attraction that will certainly make heads turn.
 
This premier wine carrier not only serves as a very meaningful gift packaging in remembrance 
of Singapore’s significant milestone, but it can also be used as a decorative hanging light or as 
a table ornament. The colour, sequence and power source of the lights can be programmed 
to suit any situation.

The entire structure is constructed with the 3R principles in mind—to reduce, reuse and 
recycle. Every effort is made to ensure that there is no excessive packaging while also 
considering that the material used is sturdy enough to support its content during handling 
and transportation.

The internal structure is made of E-Flute single wall 2mm thick corrugated hard board 
which enables the bottle to sit securely within the box and at the same time allows room to 
accommodate the electronic mechanisms that produce the animated lighting.

The external design is printed on recyclable 380gsm coated unbleached waterproof Kraft 
board.  The advantage of this material is its wet resistance property strength.  Black and red 
were chosen as the main colours to demonstrate determination, confidence and courage.

2015
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PEACOCK KuEh BOx
COOKING ART INDuSTRIES

Product Description and Functionality

The Peacock Box is designed for a hotel in Sentosa, Singapore, as a packaging solution to contain 
their room amenities items; local heritage Kuehs. The aim is to communicate efforts in upholding 
value and utmost sincerity to their guests as they break free from conventional amenities items such 
as chocolate boxes. Keeping that in mind, Cooking Art came up with a design that share the concept.  

Inspired from one of the most iconic residents in The Sentosa Island, the octagon Peacock box 
design captures the recipient’s attention with its vibrant hues and unique shape. A transparent 
window allows a preview into its content before the actual tasting. Gold is then chosen as a colour 
for the base to instil a prestige setting, a refined characteristic that highlights and matches up to 
the quality Kueh. Not only does it complement the content, it results in a more appetizing and 
aesthetically attractive finish. The robust material allows usage after its primary purpose, thus 
prolonging the longevity of the box. Furthermore, the catchy appearance of a whole peacock 
also helps enhance memory retention. 

Major Claims for the Product

• The Peacock Box comes in two pieces, a lid and base. They are both constructed with two 
folds of 310gsm food grade paper, giving it its strength to withstand a measureable amount 
of weight and ability to have direct contact with food. With maximum content storage space 
in the bottom base (no obstruction from closing of lid), the box offers freedom and flexibility 
to contain different types and amount of food products (i.e.: Kuehs, etc). Adding on to the 
highly customisable factor, users have options to easily thematise the box (figure 1) too.  

• Incorporating a 3-dimensional aspect of a peacock, this box features thoughtful 
practical traits such as its stackable capability, which saves space and greatly 
facilities logistics operations (figure 2). Other features include breathing holes that 
help prolong the delicate Kueh’s shelf life by maintaining ventilation (figure 3).  

• Equipped with an element of sustainability, this environmentally-friendly box is re-useable for 
other storage purposes too (e.g. a jewellery box, etc.). Upon looking at it, the easy association 
of the peacock and the hotel gives instant familiarity - a perfect memento for guests to 
remember their stay with the hotel by. 

2015
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InTErCOnTInEnTAL hOTEL 
20Th AnnIvErSArY PrEMIuM 
MOOnCAKE BOx
DPC PACKAGING PRIvATE LIMITED

Product Description and Functionality

In celebration of its 20th Anniversary of its presence in Singapore 
together with the joyous occasion of Singapore 50th Jubilee of Nation 
Building, our client Intercontinental Hotel Singapore wanted to make 
a memorable souvenir box for this mid autumn festival for locals and 
foreign visitors to have slice of Singapore’s history.

Major Claims for the Product

The design concept was adapted from the design brief given. To 
capture the vibrancy of the 60’s that stood the test of time, the 
building’s architectural structure, colour & lifestyle. We carefully 
designed the “red carpet” feel using the 2015 colour, “Marsala Red” 
for this occasion, where the flap comes down and welcomes the 
guest to the hotel entrance. As the first tier opens up to the second 
tier, the design quickly embroils the lifestyle of the yesteryears.

We printed on satin cloth and used high-grade board to ensure 
the sturdiness of the structure. The structure is a good storage for 
accessories, stationery and jewelry. It can also act as a table-top 
storage for small food items.

We adopted the double tier structure to synchronize with the 
entire theme. THe unique feature is the ‘lift & place’ from the 1st 
tier exposing the 2nd tier. The construction of the elbow had to be 
carefully calculated to avoid imbalance and for ease of operation. 

2015
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InTErCOnTInEnTAL hOTEL 20Th AnnIvErSArY 
DELuxE TIngKAT
DPC PACKAGING PRIvATE LIMITED

Product Description and Functionality

In celebration of its 20th Anniversary of its presence in Singapore together with the joyous occasion 
of Singapore 50th Jubilee of Nation Building, our client Intercontinental Hotel Singapore wanted to 
make a memorable souvenir box for this mid autumn festival for locals and foreign visitors to have 
slice of Singapore’s history.

The design concept was to capture the vibrancy during the 60s’ period that stood the test of time, 
which the building architectural structure, colour and life style were, the best example of all. The 
British colonial columns, balcony and cornice mixed with our multiracial designed tiles, windows 
and door were carefully drawn to showcase the uniqueness of Singapore’s architectural history.

“Tingkat” or “tiffin” or “dabbas” lunch box was the first thing that comes to our mind when 
conceptualizing the structure. It carries most the races lifestyle in delivering food during the sixties. 
However it is more popular known as Tingkat (malay word meaning “level bowls”) in Singapore 
during the post war era, we decided to make it to double tier tin box. 

During the good old granny days; tin boxes were served as many uses such as keeping valuables, 
memorial photos, sewing kits and many more. By keeping the tradition, we decided that tin is the 
best material to use for this project. We used both food-safe ink and varnish; Adding emboss on 
the columns to give a 3D touch finishing.

Major Claims for the Product

Following the Singapore’s initiatives on environment, this box has the 3Rs elements:
• Reduce: We simplified the entire packaging to just Tin material without elaborate accessories. 

However, the functional aspect is not compromised.
• Recycle: Tins are highly recyclable materials due to their intrinsic properties and their economic 

value. In return, end users may dispose the box into the recycle bins near their homes
• Reuse: The design element was meant for all occasion rather than for a particular event. Thus 

end users may keep it as souvenir or collectables.

2015
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nEW MOOn ABALOnE &  
WInE gIFT SET
GOh jOO hIN PTE LTD

Product Description and Functionality

Chinese New Year is all about precious bonding time between families 
and friends, to relish and share gifts and moments. Let Singapore’s 
favorite, No. 1 Selling Abalone (Source: Nielsen Singapore) be your 
eloquent Gift of Love this Chinese New Year.

The unique open window box cover stands out from other gift set 
options that are of older traditional design and look. This gives a 
generous feel to the gift recipient. The red box retains the necessary 
festive celebratory prosperity tone with modern finishing. Flora 
blossom prints on auspicious red colour retains the tinge of Chinese 
New Year festivity.

Major Claims for the Product

Made from environmental friendly paper material with eloquent glossy 
laminate for a touch of class, this new gift set is designed to appeal to 
younger and trendy gifting demands.

Enclosed within each gift set is one can each of Premium New Moon New 
Zealand Abalone and New Moon South Africa Abalone, complemented 
with a bottle of multi-award winning Chilean Wine, Cabernet Sauvignon 
is bundled in the set to add a modern touch of flair. 

2015
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FOrTunE CAT PrEMIuM SET WITh 
AuSPICIOuS TISSuE BOx
GOh jOO hIN PTE LTD

Product Description and Functionality

New Moon Abalone is the heart warming gift for your loved ones. Abalone 
is widely recognized as cream of the crop among seafood, widely associated 
with luxury and fine dining indulgence. Every can of New Moon Mexico 
Abalone is stringently selected for the finest quality grade and meticulously 
prepared.

The lucky and adorable Fortune Cat is delicately imprinted on each outer 
box to share the joy and good fortune with everyone. Each gift set comes 
with an attractive adorable New Moon Auspicious Fortune Cat, a pack of 
Auspicious Fortune Cat Red packets and stickers. Each gift set embodies 
one can each of New Moon Premium Grade Abalone, New Zealand, 
Australia and top of the class Mexico Abalone.

Major Claims for the Product

The luxurious and auspicious limited edition premium gift set is reserved 
for those who consider gifting an absolute significance of expressing 
generosity and appreciation to the recipient. Inspired by our chief designer, 
she has labeled this gift set as the Grandeur of Gifts. 

The lifting up effect eludes a grand expression of gift opening, inside wows 
the gift recipient with a re-useable Collectible tissue box sitting gorgeously 
and comfortably in a base mount that signifies stability and longevity. 

2015
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TOWn 82K WhOLEMEAL COOKIES SErIES
GOThIC DESIGN

Product Description and Functionality

The Cookies Factory was initially started in 1989 from a little home kitchen in Pontian at the 
southern part of Johor, Malaysia. Gradually, as the reputation of the delicious homemade 
specialties spread around, they set up a company in 1991 to meet the growing demand. 
With the opportunity given, the company transformed itself into a business that focuses 
on providing contract manufacturing (OEM) services to renowned confectioneries in 
Singapore and Malaysia. 

The Company has since been developing steadily, till 2013 when it decided to undertake 
a corporate diversification strategy. From being a pure OEM manufacturing business, 
they took upon a new challenge to reach out to the FMCG market by introducing new 
brand portfolios, including the Town 82K series which is one of the most successful brands 
among all.

Major Claims for the Product

Town 82K represents Pontian, the small town with its postcode. The Wholemeal Cookies 
series comprises of 4 flavours — Wholemeal Raisin, Cranberries Oatmeal, Chocolate 
Almond and Pecan Nut Chocochips. 

The package design visualizes the essence of the making of the cookies in a box — the 
abundantly fresh, authentic ingredients, and the handcraft technique and baking style. 
Every piece of cookie is made with fresh, tasty raw material with perfect expertise. 

The carton material portrayed on the package showcases the premium quality and 
exquisiteness of the product, representing that the cookies portions are prepared with 
deliberate thoughts and precise measurement. The paper note that filled with handwritings 
creates a personal touch and makes a closer connection between the baker and the 
consumers. 

Apart from self consumption, the cookies also serve well as a gift package to receivers of 
whom we care and wish to maintain a closer tie with. 

2015
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TOWn 82K gOOD vEgETArIAn COOKIES SErIES
GOThIC DESIGN 

Product Description and Functionality

The Cookies Factory was initially started in 1989 from a little home kitchen in Pontian, southern 
part of Johor, Malaysia. Gradually, the reputation of her delicious homemade specialties spread 
around, they set up a company in 1991 to meet the growing demand. With the opportunity given, 
the company transformed itself into a business that focuses on providing contract manufacturing 
(OEM) services to renowned confectioneries in Singapore and Malaysia. 

The Company has since been developing steadily, till 2013 when it decided to undertake a corporate 
diversification strategy. From being a pure OEM manufacturing business, they took upon a new 
challenge to reach out to the FMCG market by introducing new brand portfolios, including the Town 
82K series which is the most successful one among all.

Major Claims for the Product

Town 82K represents Pontian, the small town with its postcode. The Good Vegetarian series 
comprises of 4 flavours — Melting Almond, Nutty Green Peas, Crunchy Hazelnut and Chunky Peanut. 

The concept of the package design showcases the cookies nesting in the shells of the raw ingredients, 
that it is tasted as fresh as just being removed from the nutshell. Customers can expect to savour the 
cookies just like experiencing the freshness, crunch and fragrance of the raw materials. 

The soft, pastel background colours bring out the product images with lively contrast. Raw materials 
that surround the cookies tell about the flavour of the products, allures appetites with the authenticity 
of the ingredients. This is the main eye catcher to attract customers’ attention. 

The freehand typefaces depict the handcraft skill involved in the production of the cookies. 2 main 
display panels of the package are designed in different orientation to suit different display purpose. 

2015
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BABY FEEDIng PrODuCTS
hEGEN PTE LTD  

Product Description and Functionality

Designed to reflect Hegen’s brand message of revolutionary, innovative and human 
centric design, the range of packaging for Hegen feeding bottles and teats connects 
users to the brand proposition through the packaging design.
Gleaning from research into consumer behavioral insights, the Hegen packaging 
communicates to consumers the brand message and values of Hegen’s products 
through subtle details such as color schemes, graphical representation and layouts 
that effectively communicate key product features in a glance to consumers.  

One visual language has been adopted constantly throughout the product family 
group, visually creating a common visual identity that resonates the Hegen Brand 
to consumers. 

In line with Hegen’s environmental sustainability values, the packaging employs 
minimal material that is light weight and completely recyclable with reduction of 
the product’s carbon footprint in mind. 

Major Claims for the Product

As the saying goes “less is more”, the packaging design utilizes minimal amount of 
packaging material while still providing ample space for communication of product 
features. 

So as to eliminate the need for excessive internal support structures which in turn 
leads to more waste, the products are held in place via cleverly designed cradles 
built into the existing packaging components. 

Designed to be one single sheet so as to allow for graduated printing to be 
adopted, this provides for clear windows that showcase the actual product and 
white backgrounds for inclusion of explanatory graphics and text.

Providing an option for a hanging hinge on the packaging caps, this in turn creates 
flexibility for retailers on placement options in the store front. 

Hegen PCTO 150ml/5oz 
Feeding Bottle (2-pack)

Hegen PCTO 240ml/8oz 
Feeding Bottle (2-pack)

Hegen Teat Slow 
flow (2-pack) 

Hegen PCTO 
150ml/50z Breast 
Milk Storage (6-pack)    

Graduation 
of printing 
providing 
both 
transparent 
and solid 
background 
for text and 
graphics. 

Optional 
hanging 
latch option 
for caps 
providing 
flexibility on 
retail front 
for product 
placement.  

2015
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ChAng-Er’S hAnDBAg
MODERN-PAK PTE LTD  

Product Description and Functionality

Representations:
• RED: SG50
• Designed for: Moon cake Festival 

Seasonal Packaging 2016 for 
Hotels 

• Disposable Packaging made to 
last, reused, or appreciated

Product Description and Function
• Creative
• Original
• Unique

• Beautifully designed
• Special
• Very attractive 
• Appealing 

Performance
• Multi-purpose packaging design. 
• Capable of many uses. 
• Able to use exteriorly as a 

handbag, interiorly it is able to 
store moon cakes.  

Major Benefits
• Recycled materials used. 

Environmental friendly
• Ability to Integrate 3Rs: Reuse, 

Reduce and Recycle the packaging
• Value-add to the attractiveness of 

moon cakes as well as 
buyers of the moon cakes

• Able to use as a carrier for other 
things

Innovative feature
• Able to lock

Its uniqueness
• Dual functionality: serves 

as a carrier or a handbag
• Appearance looks like a 

chest box, coupled with 
handle that serves like a 
carrier like a bag 

Design effectiveness
• Packaging easy to open, 

easy to carry, designed 
like a real bag, size is the 
appropriate size (not too 
large or small).

Use of new material 
(100% Disposable)
• Recycled hard carton as 

the skin
• Soft PU leather to line 

bag handle for soft 
touch 

• Metal clip to secure 
items 

• Plastic shiny metallic 
gold plates for storing 
lotus-paste moon cakes 
and snow skin moon 
cakes.

Major Claims for the Product

2015
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DEEPAvALI grEETIngS BOx
STARLITE PRINTERS (FAR EAST) PTE LTD  

Product Description and Functionality

This packaging box is created to celebrate Deepavali. The festival marks 
the beginning of the Hindu New Year and is also known as Diwali, 
Dipavali, Dewali and Deepawali. It is celebrated on the 15th day of Kartika 
(October/November) in the Hindu calendar and the celebrations can last 
for about five days. The box takes the shape of an oil lamp completes 
with a flame at the top of the box which aligns to the other name of the 
occasion, the Festival of Lights. The festival spiritually signifies the victory 
of good over evil and light over darkness. The symbolism of Deepavali 
is aptly summed up in the simple act of lighting an oil lamp. Geometric 
patterns known as rangoli is used to decorate the sides of the lamp, 
these artworks are to usher deities into the home, so that they can bless 
the household for the year ahead.

Major Claims for the Product

This product is made with 350gsm coated one side board laminated with 
metallic foil. The top left panel of the box is glued to the sides, while the 
top right panel is movable and can be opened for placing gift items in the 
box. When the right top panel is lock in place, the top of both the right 
and left panels will be aligned to form the shape of a flame.

Starlite Printers (Far East) Pte Ltd manufactured and provided the designs 
of the box.

The right lid of the box can be opened to 
facilitate the placing of gifts.

2015
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hArI rAYA 2015 grEETIngS BOx
STARLITE PRINTERS (FAR EAST) PTE LTD  

Product Description and Functionality

This packaging box takes after the shape of a “ketupat” and is created to 
celebrate the Hari Raya Aidilfitri, a festival that marks the end of the Islamic 
holy month of Ramadan. It is also known as Hari Raya Puasa or Eid. Ramadan 
is a period of sober repentance for Muslims, with approximately 30 days of 
dawn-to-dusk fasting. Adherents of the faith also devote much of the month 
to worship, charitable deeds and acts of compassion. During the festival, 
Muslims will be house visiting and will
be served meals with a wide variety of dishes such as beef rending, sayur 
lodeh along with ‘ketupat’ (rice cakes). The word ketupat or “kupat” is derived 
from the Javanese word “ngakut lepat” which means “admitting our mistakes” 
which is apt for this festival. The box has an internal tray to pack the gift items 
to be given to guests.

Major Claims for the Product

This product is made with 350gsm coated one side board laminated with 
metallic foil. The box is coated with special UV effect varnishes that created 
a sheen on its surface with a special shining effect on the text. The box 
comprises 2 parts, an external part that depicts a bamboo woven ketupat 
and an internal tray. The guest who received this box may either reuse the 
box as a keepsake box or choose to detach the inner tray and use it a storage 
tray for accessories or stationery and the external box as a festive ornamental 
display.

Once the wrapping is opened, a tray
of goodies will be revealed.

The inner tray may be detached as a
stationery holder.

2015
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PAn SEArED BArrAMunDI STEAK
STARLITE PRINTERS (FAR EAST) PTE LTD 

Product Description and Functionality

The pan seared barramundi steak is one in a series of ready-to-cook 
meals designed for busy urbanites who aspire to have healthy, delicious 
and easy to prepare meals. To align to the notion of healthy living, this 
series of food products uses all natural ingredients and focuses on fish 
fillet such as Barramundi, Grouper and Red Snapper. This is because fish 
is a good source of Omega 3s (EPA and DHA) and is a superfood for the 
brain. The packaging incorporates 2 rounded corners to give the box a 
softer look and to differentiate from its competitors. It is complemented 
with a photograph with a kitchen setting complete with wholesome 
ingredients in the background to further emphasize on the healthy 
message. As the box is to be kept in the refrigerator, a kraft-backed board 
has been selected to ensure that it could maintain its rigidity when the 
contents thawed.

Major Claims for the Product

This product is made with 360gsm solid unbleached board. This type of 
board has wet strength and is suitable for boxes that needs to be kept in 
the freezer and subsequently experienced thawing. As the box thawed, 
water condensate will be formed and the box will become moist. A 
board with wet strength will ensure that it could still manage to retain its 
rigidity and box functionality thereby protecting its contents even when 
it becomes moist and wet.

The rounded corners give the box a
break from the usual “square” look
and is also more friendly to the
hands of the consumer.

2015
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guLLIvEr  
“gOurMET SELECTIOn”
ThE FACTORY ChOCOLAT PTE LTD  

Product Description and Functionality

The Gulliver “Gourmet Selection” has a unique, compact and 
classy packaging to entice chocolate consumers pursuing 
healthy lifestyles. It has a matte black finishing that showcases 
a classy and mysterious treasure-trove-like box; it suits the 
product perfectly as they are little gems of chocolate bursting 
with vitamins and flavour. The laminated and embossed fruit 
on the box clearly show the focus of our products - the fruit. 
In each box, the chocolates are packed into securely sealed 
trays that retain the chocolates’ taste, hygiene standards and 
freshness. The tray is black and gold in colour so as to stay in 
line with our company colours. There is an informative write up 
on the quality of Belgium chocolate used in the making of the 
chocolate on the box, further ensuring quality and promising 
the genuineness of our products. Our Gourmet Selection 
packaging was created with our mission and vision in mind - 
which is to create a balance between health, hygiene and taste 
that would keep our consumers hurrying back for more.

• Blackberry
• Blueberry
• Cherry
• Hazelnut

• Raspberry
• Strawberry
• Durian
• Banana

Major Claims for the Product

Gulliver seriously believes in promoting environmental friendly 
packaging. We have used only two layers of packaging - one of 
which is the box, and the other is the plastic tray. This ensures 
minimal use of non-biodegradable waste and will help, in our 
own little way, to reduce carbon footprints.

Blackberry
Durian

hazelnut
Bananaraspberry

Strawberry

Blueberry

Cherry
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rETurnABLE SIrIuS MICrOSCOPE 
DEMO BOx
GREENPAC (S) PTE LTD  

Product Description and Functionality

This returnable demo case – re-engineered with corrugated Polypropylene 
material from wood – is significantly lighter and offers better portability with 
maximum protection. Simple operating procedure further raises efficiency and 
productivity, In addition, Sirius Portable Demo Case has also enable client to 
achieve environmental sustainability while also achieving bottom – line savings.

Major Claims for the Product

1) Savings:
• Re-engineered design / material further reduces materials cost for customer 

without compromising performance.
• Overall weight and dimension were reduced, transforming it into a travel case 

that customer can check in as baggage(less than 32kg); saves on cargo freight 
cost.

• This packaging also uses less material which in turn generates less waste. Thus, 
generating huge savings on disposal.

2) Operational Efficiency and Productivity:
• Simple packaging design further reduces handling time and only requires 

minimal labor.
• Capable of containing fully - assembled product albeit reduced size – saves 

assembly time for customer when they are on-site.
• This packaging is 60% lighter which makes it possible for hand-carrying.

3) Environmental Factor(s):
• Smaller and lighter packaging produces minimal/lesser carbon footprint during 

transportation process.
• This packaging is also a sustainable product with whole body made of recyclable 

and reusable materials.
• This packaging is also returnable to be used for many times.

1. Polypropylene (PP) corrugated board, 8.5mm thick, as over-head cover for microscope which results 
in lighter weight while demonstrating comparable strength to wood against external force.

2. Aluminium edge protectors to reinforce the cover structure
3. Grip handles to enable the user to carry the case.
4. Rotary lock to secure the cover to the base.
5. HDPE foam to cushion the fragile spot of the microscope internally.
6. Low-density Polyethylene (LDPE) foam for cushioning the microscope’s weight. By placing the 

microscope onto the fitted cut-out space and using nylon strap to strap over its base, it is able to 
tightly-secure the product vertically and horizontally.

7. FSC - Certified Oriented-Stranded Board (OSB) to provide a solid base and a good visual presentation. 
No need for heat treatment or fumigation.
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TOOL KIT BOx
jEBSEN & jESSEN 
PACKAGING (S) PTE LTD  

Product Description and Functionality

There are 29 types of accessories (such as gas 
pipe, PET pipe, instruction manual, various 
type of screwdriver, clip, USB cable, glue, 
bracket, filter, different type of screw and nuts, 
adjustable clip light and etc.) which are different 
in size, weight, shape, quantity and part number. 
The design must be able to hold all the different 
of types of accessories and made sure it can be 
easily remove and put back after used. We must 
also find a way to secure the tiny accessories 
that is with the tool kit so that it can locate easily 
and prevent part missing. All the accessories will 
be common share for five different models.

Major Claims for the Product

A tool kit box using corrugated paper carton and 
paper inserts has been designed to pack the 
product and the 29 different types of accessories. 
A double sided tape rail will be laminated onto 
the corrugated insert and we have used zip lock 
bag to hold all the tiny accessories and smaller 
tools. Customer can locate and remove the bag 
of the parts they need to use and put it back and 
secure it easily. This help to prevent the missing 
issue and it look neat and tidy. 

Packing method for tiny accessories

Use the zip lock bag to hold the tiny accessories and 
tape onto the double sided rail on the corrugated insert.

Packing method for 
tiny accessories Assembly View New Packaging

1

3

2

4
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vAPPrO 825
MAGNA INTERNATIONAL PTE LTD  

Product Description and Functionality

Vappro 825 VCI Stretch Film is specially developed for Corrosion Protection of ferrous and non-ferrous metals.

Vappro 825 VCI Stretch Film protects metals through vapour action and contact corrosion inhibitors.  The VCI vaporizes 
and then deposits on all metal surfaces, reaching every part of the package, including recessed areas. Sealing your 
product in Vappro 825 VCI Stretch Film protects metal parts from all types of corrosion including rust, tarnish, stains, 
water spots, white rust and oxidation. You can now eliminate expensive rust preventatives, processing equipment, and 
labour cost.

Vappro 825 VCI Stretch Film lets you replace conventional rust preventatives and desiccants. You save even more because 
Vappro 825 VCI packaging eliminates all the degreasing or coating removal required in the past.  It is environmentally 
acceptable for use and improves health safety, compared with traditional corrosion inhibitors.

Major Claims for the Product

• Does not leave residue on parts
• Does not have to be in contact with metal to protect as the vapours travel to all portions of the enclosure
• Eliminates the need for expensive and messy greasing procedures
• The film is transparent.  Your product is visible at all times 
• Has no coating of chemicals to flake off, stick to or otherwise damage or soil products
• Rough handling does not impair chemical effectiveness
• Inhibitors will not affect any electrical or mechanical properties of a packaged item
• May be used with neutral or light rust preventative oils method
• No special handling is required
• Has a Shelf life
• Easy inspection and identification of shipping labels/bar codes
• Can be supplied in special sizes and forms to meet specific needs
• Compatible with commercially available manual and automatic stretch wrapping equipment.
• Shelf Life : 36 months from date of manufacture
• Protection Duration : 24 months
• Standard Dimesions: 500mm x 23μm x 325m
• Conforms to MIL-B-81705B Type II specifications
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LEICA “CATS” STErEOMICrOSCOPE
LEICA INSTRuMENTS SINGAPORE PTE LTD  

Product Description and Functionality

Leica “CATS” stereomicroscopes are designed to allow easy, fast inspection for 
assembly, quality control and research applications in various industries.

We have achieved a simple, cost effective and environmentally friendly re-design 
packaging via a joint value-add-value-engineering ( VAVE ) activity between  
Leica Instruments Singapore Pte Ltd & Fagerdala Singapore Pte Ltd.

Environmental Contributions
• Usage of unbleached corrugated paper board with single color printing
• Reduced Carbon ( CO2 ) footprint

Transportation :
 � 24% reduction in CO2 emission with 1,300 less trees to absorb emitted CO2

Packaging Materials :
 � Use 100% recycled polyethylene foam in packaging

Major Claims for the Product

“Simplify, Consolidate & Reduce Complexities” is the key packaging re-design 
concept for Leica “CATS” stereomicroscopes. 

Re-Design team is able to pack 3 distinctively different models of stereomicroscope 
finished goods using 1 common re-designed packaging. “Foam Inserts” idea was 
introduced in the packaging, to allow more flexibility and quicker changeover 
during production models change in Leica factory. Such innovative idea reduces 
inventory cost of the packaging materials and operational cost of materials storage 
in warehouse.

Productivity has improved with the simplified foam design. 3 piece foam design is 
replaced by 2-piece end cap design. With “Design for Ergonomics” and “Poka-Yoke” 
factors being considered, packing is now an easier task.

With “Mirror-Imaged” foam design and common outer carton box, Supplier’s 
manufacturing processes will be simplified and will result in positive results on 
productivity and inventory.

Our goal is achieved with application of Design for Excellence ( DFx methodologies ).
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LEICA “SPIDEr” STErEOMICrOSCOPE
LEICA INSTRuMENTS SINGAPORE PTE LTD  

Product Description and Functionality

Leica “SPIDER” stereomicroscopes are configured for all industrial inspection, 
assembly and quality control tasks. With a “Design for Excellence” mindset,  
Leica Instruments Singapore Pte Ltd embarked on a joint value-add-value-engineering  
( VAVE ) activity with Fagerdala Singapore Pte Ltd, in the quest of holistic improvement 
to the product packaging for our stereomicroscope systems. As part of Leica’s 
Environmental Health and Safety (EHS) initiatives, we recognize the importance and 
understand our responsibilities to the environment. Hence, “Design for Environment” 
factor was also taken into consideration in the re-design phases.

Key driving factors in Leica’s packaging re-designing activities
• Deliver Leica “SPIDER” stereomicroscopes to End Customers in the most cost-

effective transportation mode with highest level of Customer Experience and 
minimal environmental impact

•  Reduce waste-to-landfill through designed-in recyclability
• Joint activity between Product Manufacturer and Packaging Supplier to drive 

breakthrough packaging concepts from end-to-end supply chain flows with “Green” 
factors in mind

Major Claims for the Product

Design for Environment
•  Use of unbleached corrugated paper 

board with single
• Reduction of annual carbon  

( CO2 ) footprint
 � Transportation

 » 50% reduction in CO2 emission with 
3000 less trees  
to absorb emitted CO2

 » Save 41 trees with elimination of 
overpacking cartons

 » Use 100% recycled polyethylene in 
product’s packaging

Design for Logistics & Cost
• 50% reduction in volume of transport 

packaging
• 65% reduction in packaging material SKUs
• 50% reduction in toolings with “mirror-

image’ design

Design for Manufacturability &  
Ergonomics
• 78% improvement in packing time of 

finished products
• Ergonomic improvement in packing 

processes
• 46% improvement in foam 

production time

Design for Customer Experience
• Ease of unpacking by Customer
• Less waste disposal / landfill 

problems

Bottom Foam Top Foam
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rEFLEx MuLTI PACK CuShIOn FOr 
WESTErn DIgITAL DrIvES
REFLEx PACKAGING (S) PTE LTD  

Product Description and Functionality

Reflex cushion is made out of recycled material and It can also be 
reused or recycled as a feed-stock regeneration material for producing 
new recycled plastic sheet as raw material to produce a newly 
manufactured cushion. Accumulated scrap and excess material during 
the manufacturing process can also be used to produce again the raw 
material. In this way, waste generation is considerably minimized and can 
significantly reduce the material demand for production. Reflex cushion 
supports environment sustainability and continuously complies with 
different regulatory requirements.
 
Another feature of this thermoformed cushion itself is the hollow bottom 
area. It allows the cushion to be stacked which reduces the required 
volume of space during shipping and storage. Being compact allows 
more quantity is shipped with less volume occupied for transportation. 
With that, the customer can benefit on less space occupied at warehouse 
storage and also a cost-savings on shipping cost by as much as 80%.

Major Claims for the Product

This product is made with 350gsm coated one side board laminated with 
metallic foil. The top left panel of the box is glued to the sides, while the 
top right panel is movable and can be opened for placing gift items in the 
box. When the right top panel is lock in place, the top of both the right 
and left panels will be aligned to form the shape of a flame.

Starlite Printers (Far East) Pte Ltd manufactured and provided the designs 
of the box.

Manufactured Reflex Cushion Folded up cushion and  joint 
surfaces before inserting the drives.

Reflex Multi Pack Cushion 
with inserted drives.  

WD Drive 
(not the actual unit drives.  For 
illustration purpose only)
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TurBO vTM IOn SOurCE PACKAgIng
GREENPAC (S) PTE LTD  

Product Description and Functionality

Re – engineered packaging solution for medical device provides further 
cost down for the customer which translates into long - term savings. 
It also boosts operation productivity for better and more efficient 
packing and handling while also retaining the robustness albeit lesser 
material used and smaller size. Furthermore, this packaging is 100% 
environmentallyfriendly.

The new total packaging solution for Sciex V-Turbo Source – extremely 
sensitive equipment – (as shown above) is re-engineered to reduce 
the overall size and usage of materials. The foam design/structure is 
customised accordingly to the product to restrict it from any movement 
during transportation. The probes are inserted vertically downward 
instead of horizontally for further size reduction. The cover has a 
dedicated slot for the accessories and the base also has two “runners” to 
compensate for reduced size and achieve G – value of 15  for cushioning.

Major Claims for the Product

1) Savings:
 � Lesser material usage equals reduced costs for packaging.
 � Reduced size and lighter weight results in lesser transportation and 

logistics cost.
 � Saves cost on disposal as lesser waste is generated.

2) Increase Operational Efficiency and Productivity:
 � Customized foam packaging allow user to pack V-Turbo Source set 

intuitively.
 � Simpler packaging solution lessens time and manpower required to 

pack which improves productivity and increases efficiency.

3) Environmental Factor(s):
 � This packaging solution is fully recyclable at the end of its life cycle.
 � Light – weight and reduced size for packaging results in further carbon 

footprint reduction with the same payload during transportation by 
land, sea or air.

 � Lesser material used for packaging generates lesser waste for 
disposal.

Reduced size, more compact Reduced weight, lighter handling 100% recyclable & reusable
Reduced product and transport costs
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LCD SCrEEn
jEBSEN &  jESSEN PACKAGING (S) PTE LTD

Product Description and Functionality

The product to be packed is LCD Screen with PCBA board and its component 
which weight about 800gms. The LCD screen is attached with battery holder 
which is made out of plastic that is fragile and can be easily damage during 
impact. Sufficient clearance is needed between the units to prevent the 
product from hitting each other and damage the holder. A bulk packaging 
design is requested as this product will need to assemble with casing at 
their customer place. And bulk packaging design will help to reduce per unit 
packaging cost.

Major Claims for the Product

A bulk packaging (5 units per package) was designed to hold the product 
instead of single pack to reduce the per unit packaging cost. A combination 
of corrugated paper insert and polyethylene foam was used to secure the 
product in place and protect the product during impact. No lamination is 
needed as we only need to slot in the PE insert once the corrugated paper 
insert is folded. This edge cap design can be commonly used for other 
screen size with only changes on outer carton box size. This has helped the 
customer reduce the parts control tremendously and reduce the overall 
packaging cost as compare to previous design by almost 40 %.
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DMAg 50 PACK
jEBSEN &  jESSEN PACKAGING (S) PTE LTD

Product Description and Functionality

The products to be pack are 50 sets of drive magazines for server and 
weight per set is approximately 5kg. No scratch marks or dents on any 
part of the products allowed that will result in cosmetic failure and extra 
precautions to the connectors at bottom of the drive magazines as a pin 
bend means part failure. The current packaging design has failure to the 
connectors as there is a tendency to hit the middle support foam when 
the operator slide the 50 magazine drives into the bulk packaging. The 
new packaging has to eliminate the failure completely. Besides fulfilling a 
series of stringent tests, targets are also to improve palletization and to 
reduce the overall packaging cost.

Major Claims for the Product

As we are doing the kitting for customer, existing packaging requires 
a long cycle time for our operators to kit up the complete packaging. 
The new packaging has eased the kitting process and reduced the 
kitting time by half. With box size reduced from 1116x841x634mm 
to 1016x609x664mm, shipping condition has improved with the box 
volume dropped by 31%! 

The new design has also doubled for palletization on a 40”x48” pallet with 
number of boxes increased from one to two. Material HRC HPE which 
contains up to 65% of recycled resins is introduced that contributes to 
a ‘greener’ environment. The new design has also been simplified to 
full nesting and has removed the middle foam. This has eliminated the 
tendency for the magazine drives to hit the middle support foam during 
packing process. Thus, no more product failure issue. Most importantly, 
the cost per packaging set has been greatly reduced by 27%!

Magazine drive’s front view

Magazine drive in ESD bag
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Choco Rubrics M&M Packaging Rationale: 

User Interaction

The Choco Rubrics is inspired by rebranding packaging of M&M’s with Singapore 
in celebrating SG50. In the design. I use a tagline called “Singapore your one dot 
Island”. This symbolizes how small of our country, which is just a dot marked on 
the world map in becoming a very developing countries. As such, I used a 
customized magic cube as a metaphor to interact with the user, but not just on 
the functionality as well as the value.

On every side of the cube, the graphics represent the di�erent area of Singapore 
as to bring back the old memories of Singapore. It doesn’t mean Singapore is just 
a small dot, it just showing how we have developed so far for 50 years.

The packaging can be used in variety of usage. Can be used as a corporate gift, 
chocolate refilers and etc

Abdullah Luqman       VC 1301       Nanyang Polytechnics (School of Design)  
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Abdullah Luqman       VC 1301       Nanyang Polytechnics (School of Design)  
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INTERACTIONSKEY FUNCTIONS

USER INTERACTION
& PACKAGE DESIGN

Simple Snap

 The concept of the new 
packaging is created to save user’s 
time as it is troublesome to scoop 
kaya from the jar and spread butter 
afterwards, then the spoon has to 
be washed. With a simple snap, 
both kaya and butter are able to be 
squeezed from the new packaging. 

 Glory’s Nonya Kayalicious 
new Monster edition was created to 
add humour and fun to user’s daily 
breakfast routine. The kaya will �ow 
through the Monster’s mouth, 
adding humour to making a 
sandwich. Fun can be found inside 
the box as games come along in the 
packaging.

 Kaya’s outer box has a plastic 
sheet on the front side of the box. 
User’s are able to see the graphics 
and create excitement after they see 
the monster. 

 The top of the box would be 
teared o� so that users can see the 
balance of the kaya so that they are 
able to buy a new box of kaya.

 The kaya’s container has to be 
bent so that the opening tears in 
order for kaya and butter to �ow out. 
The container has to be squeezed so 
that kaya can �ow out excessively.

Simple snap to open the container.

Kaya and butter  �ows out 
to from the packaging to spread on the bread.
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time as it is troublesome to scoop 
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afterwards, then the spoon has to 
be washed. With a simple snap, 
both kaya and butter are able to be 
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User Interaction & Packaging Design

The concept of the new packaging is created to save user’s time as it is 
troublesome to scoop kaya from the jar and spread butter afterwards, 
then the spoon has to be washed. With a simple snap, both kaya and 
butter are able to be squeezed from the new packaging. 

Glory’s Nonya Kayalicious new Monster edition was created to add 
humour and fun to user’s daily breakfast routine. The kaya will ow 
through the Monster’s mouth, adding humour to making a sandwich. 
Fun can be found inside the box as games come along in the packaging.

Key Functions

Kaya’s outer box has a plastic sheet on the front side of the box. User’s 
are able to see the graphics and create excitement after they see the 
monster.

The top of the box would be teared o so that users can see the balance 
of the kaya so that they are able to buy a new box of kaya.

The kaya’s container has to be bent so that the opening tears in order 
for kaya and butter to ow out. The container has to be squeezed so that 
kaya can ow out excessively.

Simple Snap

AhMAD ALIF BIN AhMAD jANI   (Nanyang Polytechnic)
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Maicar is a series of pasta with different kind of pastas such as macaroni, penne, 
spaghetti, fusilli, and many others. Maicar is a pasta product that is targeted at 
housewives. This brand has a unique packaging that allows the consumers to 
view of the product from the transparent windows before purchasing this product.

The entire packagings are focused more on minimalism. The graphic design 
of the packagings is less intimidating to introduce the name of pastas. The 
packaging structures are different from the usual plastic packaging seen at the 
supermarkets and minimarts. The idea is to design four different kind of pasta in 
every packaging to close up to form a shape of hexagon.

A “lock” is used for the packagings, which are resealable once the packagings 
are opened. Suede string is used to tie all the packaging up which is easy and 
save the consumers a lot of hassle of carrying one big packaging instead of 
four packagings.

The packagings use a paper material that is reusable and recyclable can be used 
for other dried food such as candies, nuts, and many others. To ensure that all the 
packagings are able to suitable contain the weights of four different kind of pasta.

The colour of choice is yellow because it represents cheerfulness, happiness and 
joy. The logo has been modified to improve and better match with Italian theme. 
Herb is used as a design motif for all the packagings in order not to make the 
visual look plain and boring.

Chua Jue Ying
Nanyang Polytechnic

Maicar

ChuA juE YING   (Nanyang Polytechnic)
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Cosmetic Packaging

A Christmas-themed packaging for Silkygirl’s cosmetic gift set. 
Adapting the festive season, Christmas elements like the 
candycane, christmas tree, as well as the colours are applied. This 
packaging has a unique way of carrying and it has a second life 
usage as an ornament to be hanged on the Christmas tree.

Farah Abdul Razak
134665K
VC1301

FARAh BINTE ABDuL RAzAK   (Nanyang Polytechnic)
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Tea Bag Sleeves Sidedish packaging Assorted Tea �avors

A design based on a Japanese tea culture, this sustainable packaging design allows the consumers 
to indulge themselves with the unique tea. To further enhance their 'Zen' experience,
the wooden packaging cubes, originally used to contain the tea sachets, 
also doubles up as candle holders. Allowing them to create a simple candle light setup while they indulge. 

3 �avours in a packCandle light setup

INDULGENCE
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The pea �akes are treats for pets, mainly rabbits and hamsters. My 
target audience for the product is young kids who own pets. They 
can feed their pets these treats when they bring them out to play. 

The graphics of the packaging are bright and cartoonish which 
attracts the younger demographic. The instructions and 
information at the back is also illustrated in an infographic style so 
that it is easier for the user to understand the information. 

The packaging also has a mechanism so that the treats are 
dispensed one by one so as to reduce the risk of overfeeding. It is 
easy to use and does not require complicated procedures which 
makes it easy for children to use. 

Finally, the packaging has a clear window where you can see the 
product inside. This allows consumer to inspect the product see if 
the pet would be able to eat the treats.
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dispensed one by one so as to reduce the risk of overfeeding. It is 
easy to use and does not require complicated procedures which 
makes it easy for children to use. 

Finally, the packaging has a clear window where you can see the 
product inside. This allows consumer to inspect the product see if 
the pet would be able to eat the treats.

Izz BAChTIAR   (Nanyang Polytechnic)

2015 WORLDSTAR
WINNER 2015
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チ  ャ
TEA  Pal

Came from the word チ  ャ which represent Tea Pal  aka. 茶友.
Reasons why TeaPal is created, i realised many people started consuming
tea. Currently in the market, there are various flavours from traditional to
new created ones. But all the tea are packed in attractive packaging to
attracts consumer to buy it, they have neglected how the consumers 
going to bring thier tea leaves out.

TeaPal is the new solution or companion for all tea lover. What teapal
does is, it allows consumer to pack a certain amount of tea leaves rather 
than bringing the whole packet out. It also keep the tea leaves fresh at all 
time. When you want to drink it, simple open it and use the tea picker to 
grab any  amount you like.

The asthetic part of it, it comes in a shape of a japanese sumo. Well designed
curves gave a comfortable grab and please to the vision, it comes in various 
sizes depending on the consumers. 
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This Staedtler repackaging benefits the target consumer in various ways. The 
packaged crayons are conveniently portable. Having been designed in a small 
hexagon structure, it caters to the children’s hands so that they are able to 
hold the packaging without any difficulties, forming a stable grip. Furthermore, 
they are able to colour the graphics on the packaging according to their 
preferences. This material is sustainable and recyclable. It is also capable of 
having a second life as the packaging can act as a stationary holder as well.

STAEDTLER 
CRAYONS

By Michelle Lee Jia Yi of Nanyang Polytechnic

MIChELLE LEE jIA YI   (Nanyang Polytechnic)
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I redesign an existing packaging for a product of my 
choice based on a new group of target audience.

This packaging is redesigned for an Agar Agar powder 
product which comes in 6 different colours. The 
company is an international company who sells it’s 
products all over the world. Hence, I came up with a 
concept to redesign the packaging to make it look classy 
enough so as to suit the international market and to 
make the packaging interesting. 

Then I designed the packaging like a Pantone swatch 
which makes it universal. This also helped contribute to 
the choice of the shape of the pack as a colour wheel to 
present the colour swatches.

Pantone Agar Agar

PhANG ChIN huI jENNY   (Nanyang Polytechnic)

2015 WORLDSTAR
WINNER 2015
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This is the repackaging for Droste Holland Chocolate 
Pastilles. The former packaging was  di�icult to open up 
as the plastic was too tight to tear it open. It is small and 
more meant for travelling and as a snack to be kept in 
the consumer’s bags if they can’t finish. I changed the 
mechanism to have a lock on it so that the chocolate 
would not fall out from the packaging.

Using hand drawned illusrations for the graphics to have 
a handmade feel and sophistication. I also used bright 
colours to make each flavour stand out just like the taste 
of their chocolate.

RATIONALE

SIM jIA wEN, BERNICE   (Nanyang Polytechnic)

This is the repackaging for Droste Holland Chocolate 
Pastilles. The former packaging was  di�icult to open up 
as the plastic was too tight to tear it open. It is small and 
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the consumer’s bags if they can’t finish. I changed the 
mechanism to have a lock on it so that the chocolate 
would not fall out from the packaging.

Using hand drawned illusrations for the graphics to have 
a handmade feel and sophistication. I also used bright 
colours to make each flavour stand out just like the taste 
of their chocolate.

RATIONALE
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WINNER 2015
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The design is inspired by Singapore’s popular house design, “HDB”. The idea is to have to a tea packaging that resembles Singapore and even replace Singapore tea brands.

I added Singaporean characters to the tea sachets so you can keep the character after drinking the tea and can also be the topic to discuss about while drinking the tea 
with your family and friends.

TAN xIN YuAN   (Nanyang Polytechnic)

2015 WORLDSTAR
WINNER 2015
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TEA TIMES
In Singapore, people drink tea a lot especially 
the working adults. The new idea is to create 
a tea packaging with a special user 
interaction with it that will make the user feel 
more relax and sedated.

Having a packaging of a person that may 
look like your boss holding on to the tea that 
is hanging onto the cup may make the user 
feel more relax as the user might feel special 
as they have their boss holding on to their tea 
for them.

The main focus is to engage the user’s 
experience that will make them feel more 
happy and relax.

1 2 3 4 5

Fold the hand inwards. The folded hand look. Side view of the man. Hook the hand onto the cup. Put the tea bag into the cup.

USER INTERACTION

HERO IMAGE SERIES

vTan Ek Liang
140649H

Visual Communication
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Visual Communication

In Singapore, people drink tea a lot especially the working adults. 
The new idea is to create a tea packaging with a special user 
interaction with it that will make the user feel more relax and 
sedated.

Having a packaging of a person that may look like your boss 
holding on to the tea that is hanging onto the cup may make the 
user feel more relax as the user might feel special as they have 
their boss holding on to their tea for them.

The main focus is to engage the user’s experience that will make 
them feel more happy and relax.

Tea Times

TAN EK LIANG   (Nanyang Polytechnic)
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Description & Function

Customer first, a core value which 
Singapore Airlines (SIA) hold firm 
to in positioning itself as a strong 
player in the passenger flight 
industry since 1972. 

The skin care regime is designed 
to complement this key strategy 
and is intended to be exclusively 
offered to First and Business Class 
passengers for their hydration 
needs on flight. 

An intimate cleaning product, 
the packaging is in clinical white 
and smooth acrylic and appears 
safe, hygienic and of good quality.

The use of quality materials and 
clean, modern finish ensure that the 
complimentary kit can be something 
that Singapore Airlines will be proud 
to present to their guests.

Major Claims

The packaging takes the shape 
of SIA's iconic logo to emphasise 
the brand. 

Small compartments are intricately 
built to conform with the unique 
structure, simulating the incricacies 
and attention to detail of aircraft 
engineering. SIA also always goes 
the extra mile for its passengers, 
a quality reflected in the construc-
tion of this kit. 

Quality materials including acrylic 
are used to allow future repeated 
use of the secondary packaging to 
reinforce SIA's pursuit of excellence.

The subtle use of magnets allow 
the trays to remain in their compart-
ments during take-off and landing, 
and when being carried about.

SINGAPORE AIRLINES
COMPLIMENTARY KIT 

A Complimentary kit contains an assortment of skin care products, namely Cleanser, 
Moisturiser, Lip Balm & Hand Cream. B Cross section mock-up of Complimentary Kit, 
showcasing how the trays fit into the various compartments. C The completed SIA 
Complimentary Kit.

A C

B

IRENE FOO   (Orita Sinclair School of Design, New Media & The Arts)
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Product Description and Function 
DM, The Original Skincare line was designed as a sub 
brand of Dr. Martens. Like its parent brand, it celebrates 
individuality, originality, and self expression. The product 
line consists of a face wash, a toner, and a facial cream, 
with number codings used to differentiate the items. 
     The design of DM packaging is minimal. It includes 
individual packagings for each product. At the same time, 
should consumers intent to purchase them as a set, 
another packaging solution is provided holding all three 
products. 
     While many cosmetic brands rely on milky whites and 
bright colours, the extensive use of black and yellow 
in this design instantly draws attention. The colour 
combination not only helps in increasing product visibility 
in a retail environment, but also consistently emphasizes 

#Individual Packaging 
The drawer handle takes inspiration from the pull loop details 

from a typical pair of Dr Martens’ boots.

#Skincare Kit Packaging 
A simple paper structure is designed as a tray to 

hold the 3 products of different dimensions up right. 

the iconic Dr. Martens’ brand image and mantra — “be 
different, stay original”.

Major Claims for the Product 
Dr Martens’ iconic boots and shoes are recognized 
worldwide for their uncompromising looks, durability and 
comfort. The paper stock chosen for the projduct also 
embodies these features, with a soft, tactile surface, and 
a rich matt finish, inviting consumers to touch and feel.
    For the set packaging, a simple paper tray is designed 
to hold and support all three products with different 
dimensions in the telescope box. The individual 
packaging functions as a drawer, while the drawer handle 
is inspired by the pull loop at heel collar of a typical pair 
of Dr. Martens boots.
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to hold and support all three products with different 
dimensions in the telescope box. The individual 
packaging functions as a drawer, while the drawer handle 
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Product Description and Function

DM, The Original Skincare line was designed as a sub brand of Dr. 
Martens. Like its parent brand, it celebrates individuality, originality, 
and self expression. The product line consists of a face wash, a toner, 
and a facial cream, with number codings used to differentiate the items.

The design of DM packaging is minimal. It includes individual packagings 
for each product. At the same time, should consumers intent to 
purchase them as a set, another packaging solution is provided holding 
all three products.

While many cosmetic brands rely on milky whites and bright colours, 
the extensive use of black and yellow in this design instantly draws 
attention. The colour combination not only helps in increasing product 
visibility in a retail environment, but also consistently emphasizes 
the iconic Dr. Martens’ brand image and mantra — “be different, stay 
original”.

Major Claims for the Product

Dr Martens’ iconic boots and shoes are recognized worldwide for their 
uncompromising looks, durability and comfort. The paper stock chosen 
for the projduct also embodies these features, with a soft, tactile 
surface, and a rich matt finish, inviting consumers to touch and feel.

For the set packaging, a simple paper tray is designed to hold and 
support all three products with different dimensions in the telescope 
box. The individual packaging functions as a drawer, while the drawer 
handle is inspired by the pull loop at heel collar of a typical pair of Dr. 
Martens boots.

SAM SuN zhONGYINAN   (Orita Sinclair School of Design, New Media & The Arts)
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